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T im e ’s Footsteps.

Braidwood, whose proclivities he under opportunity for moving around un came Dick’s rueful recollections of high. The stones composing these
region and under conditions so un
T h e Faithful Dog.
stood so well.
observed and partially due, it must be what he had been saying and he gave platforms are often six feet long, and favorable ? These are questions which
Time flies so quickly, but we long; to keep
But Nettie only smiled as she return confessed to a feeling of laziness or away to hearty laughter.
v* His footsteps iu our sight, lest they too, fade
are fitted together without cement. The we cannot hope to answer ; probably
There is a story of a Newfoundland
ed
his greeting.
Ilf E ;en as a golden sunset into shade,
shall we be charitable and call it in
“All right, Miss Trumbull, 3'on shall top of the platform is generally about they will always remain unanswered. dog that borders 011 the marvelous, but
//A nd memory of the past iu silence sleep.
•‘Miss Trumbull, will you permit difference ?
have the best box of gloves in New thirty feet broad ;' and the structures The past history of the South Seas is it is well authenticated. Walter Scott
Time’s footsteps printed on the World we see
me ?” and without awaiting a reply Dick
His sharp gray eyes peered around York.”
being built on sloping ground, the veiled in deep obscurity'.
once said that he could believe anything
In all diversities of form ; and lo t
threw himself down with easy nonch eagerly in search of the trio, as he
Mrs.
Brown
kindly
released
him
wall
facing the interior of the island is
Out o f the Past the Future yet sh aliglow ;
about a Newfoundland dog, and so wo
alance on the greenswobd and prepared knew they would keep together most from his engagement for supper, and only about a yard high. Another ter T h e
• So let past fashions all ungahtered be.
Most Superior Cat Y et will tell tlie story.
to light an Havana.
of the time and finally he discovered as he offered his arm to Miss Trumbull race, a hundred feet broad, is levelled
' lim e writcsNpon the vellum of the past,
An Englishman, attended by bis
H eard From;
“ What is the latest news at the hhtel ? them in the next room. There» just as in reality, she smiled with an I told landwards, and ends also in a wall of
Time prints his letters fairly on the page ;
Newfoundland
dog, was once traveling
inquired Blanche.
Keeping all science and maxim sage,
he expected ! Nettie a golden haired 3’ou so air.
stone. On these immense platforms
with
a
friend
;
and the wonderful in
And thus the present holds all ages fast.
A literary friend o f mine at Bath
“ Nothing now, I think, though Jane Titania spangles and all, engaged in a
While at the supper table Blanche are great pedestals of stone, on which
telligence
of
Ponto
happening to be
Time paints the likeness of the brave now dead ; Raymond has a new bean. At least mild flirtation with a sober Turk in a related how the Lady Dedlock costume
once Stood gigantic statues, which had been often vastly amused at the the subject of the conversation, his
Time moulds the marble effigy ; we strive
she ough to have for her old one is gorgeous scarlet fez and patriarchal was orginally intended for h e r; hut it however, are now all thrown down and interest with which her cat appeared
That the great dead in meaning shall live,/
about
played out,” he said reflectively. heard. Close at hand was one of the was to large and statety .and she ex partially mutilated, with the exception to view her proceedings at the writing owner said : “I will prove to yon that
Sage, poet, soldier, who has nobly bled.
this is one ot the most knowing dogs
“ For shame, sir! I think Jane i3 a multitudinous dominos. Mrs. Brown changed with her aunt. Dick possi- of those on the platform near the crater table. He would sometimes jump up
The book, the picture, the helmet with its crest, real nice g irl!”
in
the world. I will put a shilling under
with the smoking glasses she so often tively asserted that bad it not been for of Otouli, which are still erect. Some beside her and lay Iris paw upon her
The shield, the spear, the sword,the armor bright
this
large stone, by the roadside, show
“ So she is—for the kilid. As what- wore in the evening, and near her was the e3-e glasses he would have known of these images were thirty-seven feet wrist. On one occasion, however, he
All on the past can shed a flood of lig h t;
ing
it
to Ponto, before I put it under
The erozicr of the bishop now at. rest.
is-his-name'wourd say, for those who Blanche. O ye gods and golden im her in spite of all things by her glori high ; but the average Height was about leaped on the table in front of her and
the
stone,
and letting him see where I
like that kind of a girl, she is about ages! I t almost took Dick’s breath ous ey'es.
All that is past we seek to treasurer here,
sixteen or seventeen feet, other statues watched her narrowly and with such put it. Then we will ride on three or
All that, may make the past a thing of life ;
the kind of a girl they would like.”
away to see that handsome figure as
Dick groaned mentally as he thonght being much smaller. The heads of a preternaturally' knowing glance in four miles, and I will send him back
And we should save what else in wordly strife
Looking
very
.comfortable
was
Dick
L a d y Dedlock. Every gesture was of all he had said to Mrs. Brown. these sculptured images are flat, and His bright eye and with his head held
Might perish, though the present hold it dear.
as lie lay stretched out there, lazy fash queenly, and the admiring crowds When he told the ladies a few days were formerly' capped by crowns of red slightly on one side that she was im for it. I will say,—“Ponto, go and gel,
me that shilling.”
N ot the grim past alone we. seek to save,
ion, and watched the curling rings of aronnd her testified to her regal bear afterward they had a merry time over tufa, a stone that is found only/ at a pelled to lay down her pen and look
But the bright past that lightly bids us smile,
The dog was sent back for the money*,
smoke from Jus cigar as they circled ing.
And with its quainter wisdom wrould beguile,
it. Blanche said, however that she crater called Terano Hau, near which at him. What was her surprise and and the gentlemen rode on, and reached
Mingling with thoughts that border on the grave. above his head.
Dick threaded his way. as best be knew her aunt took no offence for she have been found a number of crowns delight to see him walk deliberately to
home. To the surprise and disappoint
The few minutes’ silence was broken could through the crowded drawing was the dearest aunt in the world.”
ready for removal to the statues. The the inkstand, take a pen in his mouth ment of the owner, Ponto did not come
H O W BLANCHE W O N with: “I say, Miss. Trumbull, do you
room and stood by a small table bear
faces are square and are said to be of a and, leaping to the floor, commence home that day ; but tlie next morning,
TH E WAGER.
know why you are like nature’s sleep? ing portfolios of engravings.
A M ystery of the Pacific.
disdainful expression, the lips thin, and tracing characters with it on the carpet at daybreak, he made his appearance,
Positively I felt rather mean and dull
“ My lady, will you favor me with
the eye-sockets remarkably deep, per fortunately for which poor Timothy/ dragging along in his teeth a pair of
“ Good-night, Miss Trumbull. . I this morning, but now I am recovering. the next dance?” he asked in a low
Far away- in the South Pacific Ocean haps to admit of the insertion of eye how forgotten the ink.
trust you will experience no ill. effects Give it up? Well Because you are a tone.
Another day his mistress said to him pantaloons, which he dropped at his
stretching from the coast of Asia for balls of obsidian, which is also found
from the sudden shower.”
sweet restorer.”
in fun, “ Oh Timothy, I have lost the master’s feet; and in one of the pockets
With a gracions smile she took his thousands of miles tu the east,there ex on the island.
was found a gold watch and the. shill
“None in the least, I'm sure. Thanks Blanche smiled while Nettie broke out arm and they started for the prom
tends a vast series of archipelagos and
Captain Cook, who during his second button off my dress, I wish you would ing. Then the my\steryr to be unravell
Mr. Grosvenor, for this very pleas- with: “ Pooh! that is awful, Mr. Gros enade. .
island groups, partly, without doubt voyage visited Easter- Island, remarks find it! ” The animal looked at her, ed w as: how did that shilling get
,ant evening,” responded Miss Trum venor! I am really ashamed of such a
“Delightful music?” volunteered the remains of a former continent now that the shade of one of these statues walked out of the room and returned
bull as she burned to enter the door. conundrum for you if you are not for Hick, bound to make her talk.
in a few minutes with the m is s i n g into the pocket, and where did Ponto
merged beneath the waves. Here
was
sufficient
to.
shelter
all
liis
party—
get the pantaloons ?
Dick Grosvenor ran lightly down yourself, a nd besides I think-you ought
“ \ e s ! ” she' answered in mvisical ac the far-famed Coral Sea, with its count nearly thirty persons. He believed button in his mouth. Alas poor Tim
The mystery was soon afterwards
the steps and as he Said “home” to the to know better,”
cents low and sweet as the sighing of less inlets and calm lagoons ; and berj them to be burying-places for certain othy ! he has disappeard, and this is
made
clear. Ponto’s master advertised
■oboiiy-hued Jehu sprang into his car
“ Crushed again! Oh, cruel one!” and tlie summer wind.
probably the only/ permanent record of
are numberless volcanic islands, rich in tribes or families.
But
whatever
may/
the
watch,
and when the owner came
riage sinking back into the deep cush he held up his hands in mock suppli
“ Perhaps you would prefer the prom luxuriant vegetation, where Natnr have been the original intention of the his winning way's. ’
to
claim
his
property, the mystery was
ions and . a deep reverie at the same cation.
enade to the dance?”
seems to have been especially prodiga sculptors, the present natives can have
solved.
time, and was aroused from neither un
M agnetize the Bed.
Then the conversation became gener
“ I would much prefer it. I am tired of her gifts, but which are ever the had nothing to do with the execution
It appears that the dog went at once
til the flopping of the carriage pro al and finally drifted into a recognition of dancing. Unless you will be dissat
sport of the terrible subterranean forces of these wonderful monuments. They
to
the stone, hut finding it so Jieavy
claimed their arrival at the hotel.
of friends in disguise.
isfied?” she concluded.
that act with such fearful potency possess, however, small wooden carved
A German occupied many/ years in that he couldn’t move it, had stayed
In the meantime his late companion
“ Welly I will tell you what we will
“How could I so long as I am With throughout all this region. Till com figures, but totally different in features studying the art of bed-making, or,
there, howling and making a great up
went Slowly up the stairs of polished do to settle it. You know Mrs. J-ardin you?” he murmered, tei/derly gazing
paratively recent times little was know
from the stone images. We are forced rather, bed-placing. Baron Reichen- roar, till two horsemen, who happened
oak in this delightful summer cottage, gives a masquerade party next week, into her eyes as best he could for the
for certain with respect to the islands to the conclusion that the houses, plat bach, the painstaking German, main to come along, alighted to find out
and carefully opened the door of her and I will wager a box of gloves each mask.
of the Pacific. Mondana and other forms and statues are all relies of a re tains the improperly placing beds will what was the trouble with the dog.
room that she might not disturb her that I find you among the throng,”
“ Oh ! fie,” , and she rapped his arai pioiveefiTof‘exploration had, it is true mote age. The natives have a tradition shorten a man’s life. He says :
Without much thought about it they
cousin. It was a needless caution, said Dick.
with her feather fan.
shed some light on the subject ; bn that they/ formerly/ migrated to their
If
a
mere
magnet
exercises
an
influ
pushed
the stone aside and, finding the
however, for there sat the .young lady
Dick stayed until the tea hell aroused
They were now in the conservatory.
the tales of early/ travellers were mixed present abode from one of the islands ence on sensative persons, the earth’s shilling, one of them put it into his pockdeeply interested in the Last new novel him from his delightful conversation,
“Do 3-011 know manj- here to-night ?” up with many wild improbabilities and of the Low Archipelago; but this magnetism must certainly make itself
not dreaming that it was the money
but looking up when the door opened. when up he sprang resisting all invi she inquired formally.
andjexaggerations. Dim stories floated throws little light on the subject, IIow, felt on tlie nervous life of man.
et, the dog wanted.
•‘Why, Blanche dear, home already ?” tations to remain on the 'plea of an en
“I know Miss Trumbull !” lie ex about of the savage nature of the South in any age, could a people be furnished
In whatever hemisphere you may be,
But Ponto, determined to execute
“ \ es ; it is eleven o ’clock though, gagement. Whistlehvg for his dog who claimed triumphfully as he removed
Sea Islanders, and of the exploits of only with a stone chisel—for' the Poly always sleep with your feet to the his commission, followed the horses fov
Is there a breath of air anywhere?” And had for , the last half hour been busy the mask. “ You dissemble well. You
Dampier or of the Spanish buccaneers, nesians are still in the stone epoch_ equator, and let your body/ lie “true as* tw e n ty miles, and followed the horse. *
she walked over by the window where keeping Aunt Brown’s favorite tabby really ask that question like a veritable
Tales, too, of the fabulous wealth to be have carved such statues by hundreds a needle to the pole.”
men into the inn where they stayed for
she gracefully sank into an invitino- among the-branches of a neighboring duenna. But remove your mask and
derived
from trading in the Pacific and built such enormous platforms ?
“ The Baron says the polar direction the night, and into the room where
chair- and be■gan taking off her long pear tree, Dick strode down ‘to the get cooled off.”
credulity on the subject was too clearly And the difficulty is immensely increas of the body7 is of the utmost import they slept. The gentlemen saw nothing
white kids.
gate and jumped into his dog-cart roll
“ No, she was not warm.” I t mat shown in the history of the South Sea ed by the small size and complete iso ance for the proper circulation of the
mysterious in it. They thought he had
“ Fair was she to behold i” in the ed rapidly toward the beach.
tered little to Dick, and she continued Bubble.
blood,
amd
many
distubanees
in
the
lation
of
the
island.
At
present
Easter
gone
astray and had attached lprusdj*
language of the poet. Blanche was
The next few days were busy with ga.Yb'Of late y/ears, through the discoveries Island remains the greatest mystery of human organisms have been cured by to them ; and as }yc was a nqble-lqoking.
about nineteen years old, of .medium preperations for the bail, for it was one
“I will.have some new gloves now. of 'gallant explorers, we have learn'ed the Pacific—one of the great mysteries simply placing the bolster at a differ
ewfoyipdhiud (jog, they lilted his corn-,
height, with; that fine, well rounded fig of the events of the season. Blanche •Be sure and get them large enough; I
more of the true facts of the case, and of the world.
ent point of the compass from that it | panyr,
ure that is not compelled to resort to had not much faith in her ability to wear seven and a quarter. By the way
many/ old illusions have been dispelled.
The ruins of Ponape, however, are had occupied.
But in the morning, tlie operation of
the modistate to conceal the angular elude the sharp-eyes of the young man I surmise the gay Titania to be Miss.
But, as has been so often said, truth is scarcely move easily explained than
Let such as have hitherto been in the dressing was somewhat retarded, for
ities often found in the lithe, willowy but a conversation with Nettie and Braidwood; I am right, I suppose.”
stranger than fiction ; and the facts to those we have been describing. Ponape habit of sleeping with their heads there’was only one pair of pantaloons
forms. Hair .of a beautiful brown, Mrs. Brown restored somewhat her
“ Smart Boy,” was the mocking re which we Are about to draw attention is one of the Caroline Islands, and is where their feet ought to lie take to
for two men, The dog was gone, lint
bordering on the darker shades and confidence in her powers.
ply- •
will yield in their wonderful nature to ibout fourteen miles long by twelve in heart the example of the late Dr, Fisch, no suspicion of him was expected ; and
scarcely less enchanting than the glo
Now, while Dick was as honorable
Dick rattled on.
. none of the stra'nge and fantastic tales width, On the bank of a creek in the weiter, of Magdeburg, jvIiq died re- it was not until the horsemen Went for
rious eyes, 0 ! .ye poets of the ages as most young men l)e was not to be
“How stupid in your aunt to come ! with whioh sea captains were formerly Metalanien harbor stands a massive eently at the age 105 years.
past! Large and luxuriant, dark defeated in his pet project. So, by,
his advertised watch, that the story
She stands there in her everlasting wontto astonish the credulous at home. wall three hundred feet in length and
brown in color, and varied in expres bribing the colored boy whose sister
was told. We see in it not only/ the
domino! I believe if 1 1were the cha
W a n te d an Introduction.
In the far Fast, forming, as it were, about thirty-five feet high. It is built
wonderful fidelity of the Newfoundland
sion ever betokening her changing was Aunt Brown’s dressing-made’ he peron of any young lady as handsome
the
outpost
of
the
South
Sea
group,
is
of basalt, the stones being in some cases
dog—a fidelity, from which no difficulty’
- moods, now pensive and dreamy, and elicited the Somewhat incoherent infor
as—ahem! well, some I know—I would
On passing
On a recent trip on one of the up Could induce him to swerve—but bisj
anon mirthfully bewitching. Her mation that “ Missy Brown had delob- depart from the trodden paths of mask-' a solitary volcanic island called Easter weiity-li ve feet long.
Island. It is thirteen hundred miles through a gateway in this wall, a court, river steamers about twenty couples reasoning powers, Jf this intelligent
complexion was almost perfect—as list gauze and spangled dress, and she
dom, and came out as a snn-flower or east of Pitcairn, the next island in the enclosed by walls thirty feet high, is
of ladies and gentlemen formed an ex dog did not reason, who can tell us by
are those only of a fair skin and dark looked powerful line in in it, slid; yes’n
a piece of Japanese potteryv—anything series, and with the exception of Salavy cached. This court is 11off almost
cursion party, and the cabin presented what process he laid hi-s plans find car
hair and eyes—pure and clear like the two or free moah big paper boxes had for a sensation.”
Gomez, a small rook without inhabi hidden in parts by luxuriant vegetation; quite a sociable and pleasing appear ried them out?
creamy white rosebud.
noffin but two or free powfui black and
Lady Dedlock coughed indiscreetly. tants or vegetation, there is no land be but on investigation, a terrace eight
This wonderful Newfoundland breed
ance. There were too, several ladies
“ What kind of a time did you have?” white/iding dresses most like missy’s
“Miss, Trumbull, yon will permit me tween it and South America, which lies feet high and twelve broad is found to
seem
not only to reason, but to temper
who
had
but
one
escort.
There
was
asked Nettie, breaking the silence.
ole riding habit frown ober be phaytom” to escort yon to supper. Please do more than two thousand miles to the
un round the inside of the enclosing also a drummer on the boat, and not their reason and their wrath with kind,
‘Oh, very nice, as such tilings go. I as lie presisted in calling phaeton.
not refuse.”
east. Easter Island is only, eleven wall. Low walls running north and being acquainted he felt lonesome, and ness, even when most sorely provoked.
must confess I am not much in favor of
“ What two black ones?” asked Dick
“Perhaps when the company unmasks miles long by four broad ; yet in this south divide the court into three parts,
couldn’t bear the idea of not getting They will punish other dogs who irri
parlor theatricals unless there is a knowing he meant the dominos. But
you will see some one you prefer to small space is crowded perhaps the n the ccntte of each of which is a
acquainted
with some of the charming tate them, lint they appear to know
little merit.”
Julius only grinned.
me.”
most
wonderful
and
mysterious
collec
losed
chamber
fourteen
feet
square,
ladies.
He
was'anxious to he intro how to do it with moderation, and lmw
How long this was ^discussed that
“Dun’ spec she hab whole ehist full.”
“N ever! In fact if it were net for you tion of remains of a pre-historic people oofed over with basaltic columns.
duced to the group who •seemingly had to show an after-sympathy, thus fur
night can only be surmised ; but it is was all the satisfaction Dick could get
I would—” he protested' vehemently. to be found on the earth, At the south-1 The labor of building these struct
but one escort, and went to Clerk Watt, nishing an example, which men might
generally understood that ladies can out of him.
“Therel I have heard young men west end are nearly/ a hundred houses, ures must been enormous, for there are
asking
him to do the introduction. The do well to follow.
talk when they once get Started.
However he had it all settled in his tajk like that before.”
built of stone, with walls five feet in no basaltic rocks within ten miles, with clerk said that lie was not acquainted
The next afternoon the two y/oung own mind like this: “ Of course the
An In citin g Ride.
“How often shall I telPyou that I al
ladies strolled out in to the well kept matronly Mrs. Brown would not wear ways speak the truth ? Why I am thickness. The inside of the walls is an intervening country/ thickly' wooded himself, but nothing would give him
lined
with
upright
slabs
of
stone,
paint
and
precipitous.
Such
an
exploit
is
m o re pleasure than to give the irrepres
lawn, pausing in the shade of some the spangles that had charmed the
Truthful James himself! Besides I do ed in black, white and red, with figures evidently entirely out of the power of
John Gilpin’s famous ride upon his
sible
commercial tourist an introduc nimble steed, “a bottle swinging at
graceful
trees
where
a
hammock
swtin
o
r
,
« colored boy ; that’s Nettie’s’
not know what I can do to convince of animals and birds, and with other the present savage inhabitants. The
tion to the escort of the attractive each side,” was paralleled once by an
invitingly. This was soon duly appro
“ Yes, and Mrs. Brown will be taste you that I am mean every word I say.” designs. The houses afe roofed in with
theory that the buildings were the ladies. He made ,him acquainted with exciting donkey-ride at Task, in" the
priated by Miss Braidwood who was at fully attired in the even present dom
Lady Dedlock only/ smiled,
overlapping slabs of stone. In some
ork of Spanish buccaneers is ajso un- a man weighing 250 pounds, and after Gulf of Oman. The English telegraph
once absorbed in the tragic recital of ino and will of course chaperon Miss.
“Come 1 there is the bugle call for of the houses numbers of univalve shells
-nable.
No adequate explanation has the two had gone through the formali operator at that station had been out
the woes of her favorite heroine.
Trumbull in seme fascinating costume. nnmasking and supper.”
have
been
found.
Near
these
wonder
et
been
offered;
but, as iu 'the case of ties of an introduction, the fat man told shooting Ibex, lie says
“ Why will you read those trashy nov- Oh, it is easy enough!” and he smiled
Doming home on a tired donkey, en
“ First to my party, if you please.” ful ruins the roclos are carved into fan Easter Islands, we seem driven to the
the drummer that it was a mistake cumbered by two rifles and accompani
els, Net? You know they are all alike with a self-satisfied air.
She took Dick’s arm and they rejoin tastic shapes or faces,most of the sculp hypothesis of an acient civilization ex
about his being the escort of the ladies. ed by m.v small dog Tob.v, suddenly/
and yet you shed a few tears over each
At last came the night of the party. ed the plain domino and the gauzy tures being now almost overgrown with
tending over some parts at least of the “But,” said tlie fat man, “I will show we oaine on a herd of half-wild sows,
one,” inquired Blanche one day.
The electric lights illuminated Mrs. Titauia. Then all unmasked at a given
who mistook Toby for a jacktail.
But to this little outburst Nettie Jardin’s beautiful house and grounds', signal. Dick stood there his face wrea brash and underwood. The present in Pacific. Admitting this, we might sup you the man who is. Do you see that
In an instant they/ all charged furi
habitants
know
nothing
whatever
of
pose
that
Easter
Island
was
chosen,
person sitting down there ? He is the ously down upon me, heads down and
vouchsafed no reply.
till what with the splash of the cool thed with self-satisfied smiles, which the houses, which, existing- as they do
possibly expressly on account of its is escort of the ladies. He is a little deaf, tails high in the air. Poor Toby' eaino
Blanche seated herself on a rustic fountains, strains of music wafted out turned to the blankest amazement when
in
such
large
numbers,
seem
to
point
olation
, as the sanctuary of the religion and you will have to talk loud to him,” to me for help, and got between fhe '
chair and silence reigned, broken^ only on the soft night air, and the perfume
he saw the mask removed from mv la inevitably to a former race of natives of some confederacy group of tribes,
The traveling man went o v er, and donkey's logs.
by a tnrning of a leaf and the twitter of many fragrant flowers, it sedmed
dy’s face and behold—plain Mr«. Ever- of far higher civilization.
. I shouted, brandished the rifles and
who
might
by
their
joint
labors
have
after bowing to the supposed human kicked the poor donkey into a sort of
of the little birds in the trees.
like a section of fairyland.
leigh Brown. He sank into the near
We can understand that a former produced the mighty structures which being a n d stating his business with him
Suddenly there ' came the ao«»d of
three-legged canter. It was the most
Dick did not go Very, early as he did est chair utterly speechless.
But race may have erected the houses and now baffle the archaeologist. O11 fhe
discovered that lie was merely’ address exciting donkey-ride I ever had in mv
pattering footfalls over the grass and a not care mueh for the social throng he where was Miss. Trumbull ? Diefc turn
^mall black and tan dog presented knew were certain to be bresent, and it ed to the airy Titania but it really was carved the sculptures mentioned above, same supposition, the buildings at Po ing a “dummy,” and of course, those life.
Rush would coins one old hull from
itself with a startled bark; a minute was about half past two when he enter-: Miss. Brairlswood as he had supposed; wonderful as they are compared with nape might be considered to have been who watched the fun broke out in a the right and jUst gva^e the donkey’s
the
huts
of
the
existing
natives,
»What
the temple of the gods of some power long laugh. The drummer wanted to
later Dick Grosvenor was seen slowly ed the ball room plainly attired as a and there—yes, there is the plain dom
follows is, however, more difficult of ful nation. But all this i3 mere con fight somebody on the spot, but finally tail, then another would just-miss bis
sauntering dow the gravel walk, twirl Russian monk with sandals on his feet ino with the smoked glasses in her
nose. I thought the eliinax was readied
explanation. On nearly every prom-» jecture. If there ever was such a civi oarpe to the conclusion that discretion when head oyer heels went tho donkey,
ing his cane as he kept time to the tune his grown girded with a cord, and the . hand an amused smile on her face—
ontory are erected huge stone platforms, lization, which way did it spread? TVas was tUe better part of valor, JJe and we all rolled on the ground together-.
he was humming.
cowl of his brown robe drawn well stood Blanche, more beautiful than facing the sea, and presenting a front
To my surprise this frightened the
it fpom the West or the JUAst ? •And in quickly withdrew to the hurricane deck,
“ Good afternoon, ladies! W hat! not over his mask. He chose this costume ever.
cows, and | had time to pick Toby/ up
sometimes
nearly
three
hundred
feet
either
case
how
can
we
account
for
its
and wondered how lie came tp be so in my arms, after which the cows took
through with Ariadne yet?” ¿0 Miss as a common one Affording him more
T.b.e ludicrous side of the affair om v long and from twenty to thirty feet spontaneous growth in such an isolated {easily foojtd.
; o f.irlbgr iutcre t in him.
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E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
T hursday, Novem ber 2,1882,
Tins furor and excitement will come
to a head on Tuesday next, when there
will be another tussle with the ballots,
and without the shedding of blood and
the splitting of heads, we trust.
K eep cool, if you can. If you can’t
keep cool hire somebody to take eare
of you. This country isn’t going to the
demnition bow-wows,just yet. Do 3 our
own thinking, vote conscientiously and
consistently.
,
E xercise the elective franchise like

men. Dare to vote according to the
dictates of your judgment and con
sciences. Honest convictions are good,
but honest convictions put into practice
are much better.
R emember , friends of Cameron, vote

for liambo and Brown. Be honest
with yourselves, and show thè Inde
pendents that you arc made of the
right kind of material. This everlast
ing preaching one way and voting
another ought to fizzle out.
P resident

A rthur has appointed

Thursday, November 30, as a day of
National Thanksgiving. This country
has much to be thankful for now. Ac
cording to some of the organs, there
may not be much left to be thankful
for after election.
P h ila d elph ia ’s Bi-Centennial Cele
bration was a grand success in every
sense of the word. The attendance
during the four chief days last week
exceeded all expectation. The displays
made by the different Trades, Knight
Templars, and ihe. State Militia, were
both creditable and grand. Two-hun
dred years hence—what then ? “ Ah I
who can tell ?”
T here are tender-hearted

men in
Vermont. One of them has introduced
a bill into the Legislature there pro
viding that it shall be lawful to admin
ister anaesthetics to a murderer before
hanging him. Might as well kill him
at once with ansestheticS and hang him
afterwards. However,a dose of either,
we think, would lie preferable.
W m. B. R anbo has not told the
people where he stands on any of the
important issues of this campaign, al
though invited so to do. Rambo, be
brave, be Wanly. Arc you an Indepen
dent or are you pledged to Cameron ?
Stand up and answer. Do not dodge
the issue. You will lose votes if you
do not answer. The people ape in
earnest and want to know whether or
not you are the slave of the ring.
Mister Prizer, of the Conshohocken
Recorder is prompt in correcting errors,
and when his gun don’t hang fire he
can usually manage to hit the mark
within ten or fifteen .yards. On the
particular occasion in question it re
quired, two weeks to fire off the charge,
—and so much the better for the target,
Mieter Prizer is bright in some ways—
{last finding out. Try it again, won’t
you please, Mister Prizer.
T he general protest against boss poli

tics has penetrated Illinois, the Stal
wart organs of that State now clearlyforeshadowing the possible defeat of
the Republican ticket at the coming
election. The triumvirate who under
took to nominate Grant in 1880 against
the will of the mass of the party 6eem
on the whole to have come to grief
pretty quickly. New York and Penn
sylvania, the States then controlled by
Conkling and Cameron respectively,
are sure this year, and Logan and the
Illinois machine now bid fair to share
the same fate.— Times.
T owsontown, M d., has a shrewd min
ister, and his name is Smith. On Sun
day he was called upon to marry a man
in the jail charged with murder, to a
young woman who is the principal wit
ness against him. To the surprise and
disgust of the lawyer who concoted the
scheme, he refused, on the ground th at
when the woman became the man’s wife
she could not testify against the pris
oner. The Rev, Mr, Smith evidently
believes in obeying the Divine command
to be as wise as a serpent.

I t is passing strange that what Cam
eron knows so well, and what every
outside spectator sees so plainly,should
lie olwured from the vision of thousands
of Pennsylvania Republicans who want
‘ to elect Beaver this year and throw
Cameron overboard afterward,’’ They
seem blind to the fact that with a vic
tory this year for Cameron’s njan Cam,
crop will be so intrenched that in 1884,
when feis reflection to the Senate
eonm«
he will be in position to
command fell own success or else throw
the State oyer to the Demoerats in the
Presidential ejection,—New York TrU
bane, Rep.

THE OUTLOOK.
I t is rather difficult to prognosticate
the result, in detail, in this county, of
the coming election. The number of
candidates in the field, the issues and
side issues that have been brought
foward during the canvass all tend to
so thoroughly mix up political matters
as to render a prediction difficult in
the extreme.
..•*
The indications point strongly to the
election of Robert. ty,0je ttis o n for
Governor of l’ennsy 1vaniiujby a majority
of about 25,000. His majority in this
county will probably reach 800.
In this county the contest null he
close, judging from the apparent fact
that a number of the Independents who
will vote against Beaver wilL support
the county ticket, including Cameron’s
candidate for Senator. Wm. B. Rambo,
however, will lie defeated. Riding two
horses at the same time does very well
for a circus actor,who is paid to gratify
the multitudes, but it won’t answer in
politics this .year. There is only one
way open for Mr. Rambo, by which he
might yet succeed, and that is to com
mit himself against the nomination or
election of Cameron to the Senate. He
was nominated (ostensibly) as an antiCameron candidate. Now let him show
liis colors or face defeat.
It is likely that a majority of the
Democratic candidates for the legisla
ture will he elected. The election of
L. H; Davis, of Pottstown, and John
Linderman of Frederick, is assured.
We believe Judge Stinson will he re
elected.
In the Congressional race Evans will
have 500 or 600 majority—perhaps
less. The usual majority ranges from
1200 to 1500.
B ro . L. H . D a v is , of the Pottstown
Ledger, democratic candidate for the
Legislature, is a gentleman of ability
and good sense, and deserves to be
elected with a handsome majority.

ling, returned from Oregon to St. Lou
is, crossing its entire length from west
to east- Crossing southern Utah by
one of the old Spanish trails his course
then lay through the valleys of the
South Fork of tho Grand and Uncomphgre Rivers, thence over Cochetopa
Pass at the southeastern rim of the
Gunnison cauntry, and thence to Bent’s
old fort on the Arkansas. He was en
thusiastic in his description of the val
leys and the country generally, and
although pursued at intervals for 100
miles by savages embodied his know
ledge in a map which is now on exhibi
tion at the executive office, Denver.
The interval between 1845 and 1853
only records vague stories from trap
pers and Mormons—the former boas
ting of the reigon as a ideal game field
and of the riches in certain almost in
accessible gulches, and the latter taking
care to let the world know only what
dangers were threatened by savages.
■This last claim was well supported, or
the Mormon crime speciously covered,,
when in 1853 Captain Gunnison’s
name was given the region at the ex
pense of his life. While exploring in
this vicinity that .year for a Pacific
railroad route he was killed—history
says by Indians, but subsequent de
velopments point to the Mormons as
the murderers. In 1854 the indomi
table old “ Pathfinder,” General Fre
mont, passed over the same country
from east to west, hut even his glow
ing tributes to the beauty and richness
of the region did not serve to bridge
the seven-year gap which ensued with
tales of genuine pioneering.
S pot .
Three E
xcitingEvents.
From the Fort Wayne Gazette.

On Tuesday afternoon last Mrs. W.
L. Pettit, wife of the teller of the First
National Bank of Fort Wayne, appar
ently died and the undertaker took
charge of the body. Arrangements
were making for the funeral and watch
ers sitting with the supposed corpse.
At ten o’clock at night a faint sigh was
heard coming from the body. The
watchers started to their feet with
alarm, stepping to her side, found her
eyes were wide open, while in a voice
that was scarcely an audible whisper
she recognized them and asked for her
husband. For a moment the attend
ants were speechless with wonder at
-this resurrection of the dead; then,
with the revulsion of feeling, they al
most screamed with excitement. The
husband came in haste, and with joy
unspeakable clasped again his living
wife in his arms. The doctor was sent
for and he was as much astonished as
the rest of the lioushould at beholding
living what in his exact medical science
he had declared dead. He administer
ed the proper restoratives and the pa
tient rapidly recovered, and was de
clared at a late hour to be in a more
hopeful condition than ever.
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P ueblo , C ol., Oct. 19, 1882.
No part in Colorado is attracting more
attention or experiencing more rapid
growth and development at this time
than that region known as Gunnisou
country, which lies mostly in, and con
tiguous to, territory formerly occupied
by the UtC Indians. ,The county and
town of Gunnison were organized in
1876, hut not until two or three years,
later, Wheti prospectors fresh from
Leadville and San Juan found rich gold
and silver .ores, did the region attract
special attention. • Since ..that time
AN IOWA BOY’S HEROISM.
over 7,000 mines have been recorded,
From the Ottumwa Courier.
-. and new discoveries are still being made.
Necessity often proves the 'value of
The permanent population of 500 eight
een months or two years ago has grown a man, but we never read'or heard of a
to probably more than 15,000. An as better nerve than that displayed by the
sessed valuation of about $1,000,000 little night operator at Melrose, Iowa,
was created here on the borders of who was badly injured by the cars at
Indian land within one .year after the that place Wednesday night- His name
rush began.. Highways,.v upon which is Engler add "we-are' told his age is not
daily stages run, traverse sill parts of much beyond 15 .years. Wednesday
the country. Seven . or eight news night he got on No. 18 to ride down
papers appear weekly in a field totally the road a short distance to close a
unoccupied three months ago. How' -switch. Ju st how or where it was we
appreciative residents are 6f good home do not know, but the hoy, while hang
literature may be judged from the fact ing on the car, was struck against a
that the first copies of three or four post, by which he had a thigh broken.
leading journals sold at from $50 to The blow threw the boy’ between the
$100 each on the day they were issued, cars and in failing caught his arm
and I hear $50 freely offered for a com around the draw-bars and in that posi
plete file of eight to twelve numbers. tion he was dragged some distance. He
Substantial churches, school houses, finally recovered himself sufficiently,
and county buildings are being erected. climbed up on the draw-bare, then by
A dozen streams are strung for miles the side ladder on top of the car. where
with houses of prosperous ranchmen, lie remained till the train reached Ty
thousands of cattle, sheep and horses rone. There, with his thigh broken
dot the hills, trains of rich ores are to and bleeding, he was discovered by the
be seen going to the railroad, and trainmen. lie never whimpered in the
other trains are unloading vast quanti least and only remarked : “ Boys, I be
ties of mining machinery and a winters’ lieve I have had one of my legs broken ;
I wish you would help me down.”
supply of groceries.
The Gunnison country is larger than
A BEAUTIFUL G IRL’S WILD PLUNGE.
some States of the Union, having an ' Edward King to the Boston Journal.
are of not less than 10,000 square miles,
Strange suicide at Notre Dame yes
bein 110 miles long by 80 miles wide. terday : A young and beautiful woman
The most important part of the terri who had been waiting since sunrise for
tory is the Elk mountain range, with the doors of the tower of the ancient
its spurs and foot hills. This range is cathedral to open, hastened up to the
one of the rockiest of all the Rockies, ha Icon}- on the highest point overlook
Great granite shafts, shot from some ing the Place du Parvis and remained
mighty bow in the earth’s centre, have there until late in the afternoon, when
broken and re-broken the originial sur she threw herself down and was trans
face, until now there are seven peaks fixed upon the spikes of the iron-rail
in the range rising to a height of 14,- ing surrounding a 6tatue. The poor
080 feet, and many times that number creature’s body was torn in two and the
reaching an attitude of 12,000 feet. mutilated remains had to be picked off
Fissure veins are here the character piecemeal from the spikes. A horroristic deposit, and these are reinforced stricken crowd gathered to look, with
by vast beds of coal and iron. The prin that curious fascination" in presence of
cipal streams are the Gunnison, Un- violent death which is so noticeable
compahgre, Cochetopa, Tumichi, Rock, among the masses here, at this repul
Roaring Fork and Slate, with their sive sight. The woman was young and
smaller tributaries, all emptying into beautiful, elegantly dressed, and there
the Rio Colorado. The Gunnison is is no clue to her identity. Perhaps
not an agricultural country,- hut with she had no sorrow to drive her to death
irrigation much can be done in this di and was drawn on to her fate by the
rection. For stock raising purposes “temptation of the abyrss. ”
there are large areas of perennial pas
turage, where hunch grass and other
AC
hild W
ithout ASkull.
varieties furnish the riches grazing.
Gunnison City is the largest and most
important town, though Pitkin, Red THE l i g h t o f a l a m p v i s i b l e t h r o u g h
THE HEAD OF AN INFANT.
Bluff, Tin Cup, and half a dozen other
places are quite respectable settlements, From the Cincinnati Enquirer.
A remarkable freak of nature arrived
whicn never could have existed had the
Utes remained - in possession of this in this city yesterday in the way of a
child which has managed to live for
territory. •
The Gunnison country may well lie seventeen months without that bony’
termed “ Our newest W est.” This, “dome of thought” which is regarded
too, in face of the fact that its eastern as essential to continued existence.
boundary lies within twenty miles of Moreover, the child seems to have no
districts which have been important use for a brain, if the eyes may be be
producers of the precious metals for lieved, for, in the absence of a skull,
from twelve to twenty- years. Next the head is transluscent and almost
door to civilization, easy of access, transparent, while by the aid of a lamp
fairly safe and open to development as properly held it may be perceived that
it now is, it deserves such fragments of the brain cavity is filled withe a color
history as we can at this period gather. less fluid. Nothing exists in this serum
1» the early days of Rocky mountain that can be perceived. The head is
exploration this whole region was vag larger than the body, the increase of
uely defined as “the Grand River coun size being almost entirely above the
try,” its fiije stream, now called Gun temples, and measures 27 inches around.
I nison, being then known as the South The lower face is perfect and the child
Fork of the Grand, Our earliest tan would be pretty but for the monstrous
gible knowledge of its geography and development. The rapid growth of tha
prol>ah|e utility comes from Governor head lias drawn the skin until the eye
Wm, Gilpin, who, jij }845, a mere strip lids will'.'not close and the eye-brows

are pulled up an inch above the normal
position. When an Enquirer reporter
visited the child yesterday it was asleep
and its mother would not allow it to be
awakened for experiments. A rather
dim coal oil lamp was placed behind
the monstrous head and gleamed
through it as though the skin formed
the only obstacle to the light.
The child has every appearance, ex
cept in ^hereolor of. the skin,* of good
health. It-Is fully developed, is very
pliimp, and is said to he strong while
it has a good appetite. In all its hab
its it', is regular and like any other
child. That it should have progressed
so far as to have,, been weaned, main
taining good health and should have
reached the teething period is one of
the wonders of physiology. Its senses
are said to be perfect and acute, and it
possesses enough intelligence to smile
faintly when tickled, and to recognize
food when hé sees it. When the child
was born it was known as “the head
less baby,” as it seemed cut off, above
the ears on a line sloping toward the
nape of the neck, while a wrinkled skin
covered .the top. It suffered greatly
and its life was preserved with diffi
culty. A t three or four weeks of age
the skin began to fill out, when the
child’s growth has been constant since.
Interesting Paragraphs.
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Mr. Lally of Jefferson, Iowa, was an
impetuous wooer. He rushed into the
presence of a woman with an engage
ment ring in one, hand, a cocked pistol
in the other, and declared that she
must mafry or die, She did neither,
and be has gone to prison.
Kate Thompson Was so eager to
marry Andrew Van Horn, at Hope,
Ind., that she eloped With "him ; blit
when within an hour of the ceremony,
he got hilaripush’ drunk, she was so
eager to get rid of him that she went
home alone,'and has sued for divorce.
The Rev., Thomas Guard, a highly
esteemed Methodist pastor of Baltic
more wrote to one of two sisters who
had gone to California, He meant to
address the- younger, hut made a mis
take in the name, and so sent the letter
to the elder. After considerable cor
respondence he made an offer of mar
riage, and was accepted—by the wrong
woman. He got released, but was
never successful in the other quarter.
A 3"oung lady in Dakota has lately
advertised for a husband in this ex
ceedingly practical fashion : “ I mean
business. If there is any young man
in this county that has as much sand
in him as a pound of plug tobacco, I
want to hear from him. I havé a .tree
claim and homestead am a good cook
and not afraid Of work, and willing to
do m3' “part. *’ If sjjf’ man with a like
amount1o f , Bind ‘alia decent fence and
carcass' wants a good wife, I can fill
the hill.”
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Span, R at Sill, and Halr-Clofl, Parlor Salts,--New Beslps.

TAPESTRY, INRAIN, RAG, HEMP,

s.s

AND STAIR CARPETS !
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Of the Most Durable and Comfortable Kind to fit an3' Bed.-
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WINDOW SHADES, LACE CURTAINS, D RAPERIES, and CORNICES,
F or s a l e a n d p u t u p , w h e n d e s i r e d .
Our Stock has been selected with
that care and judgment that will warrant us to guarantee it to be as represented.
Come and learn prices.
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6 . W. OZIAS, Jr., Trappe, Pa.
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FOR THE PERMANENT CURE OF
CO N STIPATIO N .

iro oilier diseaseis soprevalent in this 00un
try adConstipation, and no remedyhas ever
equalled ti.0 celebrated Hidney*Wort os a
euro. V.Tmtcvcrtliocauso,horwovorobstinate
e case, tiii3 remedy■will overcomeIt.
OZ1
THI3 difitrosnlng com
E 2JmI L * i i very apt te bo
complicatedwith.constipation. liidney-^Vcrt
strengthens the weakenedpari*and ciuickly
cures allkind»of Piles evoawhen
and xpodicinea have beforefailed.
j-rrif y mi Tinvo oitiicg o f these troubles

P K ica SiT j
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DRUG

and PR ESC R IPT!)!
STORE!
P u re Drugs and S p ices,
Patent Medicines, Fancy and Toilet Articles, Liniment,

COUGH - - -

- MIXTURE.

AGUE PILLS, L I V E R TILLS,

CbicRn PowRtr, for Gaps, Rasps

U S E I D ruggists sell

JO SEPH W . CULBERT,
T w o Doors above P ost Office.

suXDAY PAPERS.
The different Philadelphia SundAy papers *will
he delivered to those wishing to purchase along
the line o f Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
every Sunday morning,

H3NRY YOST,
N ew sagen t, S

Collegcvillc.

F R E S H

C A N N E D F R U I T , D R I F D F R U I T , &C.

Syrups and Sugars, Fresh and pure.

In the Orphans' Court of Montgomery County.
Estates of Henry CreMnger and Mary Crcsinger
late o f Upper Providence township Montgomery
County, deceased.
The undersigned Auditor appointed by said
Court to make distribution of the balance re
maining in the hand« of Frank M. Hobson
Executor of said estates hereby gives notice that
he will meet all parties interested, for the pur
pose;, o f his appointment, at his Office, No. 315
Swede Street, Norristown, Pa., on Saturday the
16th‘ day o f September 1882, at 10 o'clock a. m.,
when and where eaid parties are requested to
attend.
E. L. HALLMAN, i
t
Auditor.

T rappe

H otel,

J. S. FREDERICK, Prop’r.
The old and favorite hotel furnishes the best
accomodation^ to man and beast. No better
water in the country. ^The. bar is ahvaya .
supplied with the best liquors anil cigars.
• ICE CREAM during the summer season.
Teams to hire. Boarders taken at reason- •
able rates.

F ull S tock

F. A. Lehman, Solicitor of American and For
eign Patents. Washington, D. C. All business
connected with Patents, whether before the Pat
ent Office or the Courts, promptly attended to.
No charge made uulees a patent is secured.
Send for circular.

E m p o riu m ,

of

N otions , I I osif.ry , &e.
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B O O T S .A-UnTID S H O E S
For all kinds of wear has been judiciously selected, and will be disposed of at
bottom figures. Repairing done. Goods delivered free. Patronage
kindl3' solicited.

F. B. RUSHONG, Trappe, Pa.
1882.

1882.

Quick Sales.

At The

Small Profits.

C O !IN H R S T O U R
You will find at all limes a large and irell 'selected Stock o f

■

Dry Goods and Notions.
Gents' Furnishing Goods, Gents' whole suits made to order ; $5,00 and upwards,
from a large Stock o f plain and fancy Cassimeres and Worsteds.

P A T E N T s.

H arn ess

G -R O G E R IE S I
COFFEES, TEAS, SPICES,

Au DITOR’S NOTICE.

PU RE FRESH

G R O C D R I B S ,
Full Line o f the Best Q U E E N SW A B E , G L A SSW A R E , WOOD and W ILLOW W ABE, H A R D W A R E ad C U T L E R Y .

B o o ts fc S h o es D irect from th e F a cto ry .
PAINTS

AND

OILS.

By Constantly adding new goods I am able to keep up a good selection.

Upper Providence Square Pa.,

JOHN G. BOTHER Proprietor.

JO S . G . G O T W A L S ,
P. O. Address, Phomixville, Penn’a.

Upper Providence Square, Montg. Go.

[Successor to Jos. G. Gotwale]

IM P R O V E D C O L L A R S,
W H IP S , ¿*c., £c.
All kinds of Harness Oil, and a supply of all
kinds o f goods pertaining to the business.
Repairing done in the best manner. Satisfac
tion guaranteed to all.

J o h n G. D e tw ile r .
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Large STOCK of GOODS
At G F. Ilunsicker’s Str re Rahn Station is unsurpassed in V ariety,
Q uality ana Price. W e mention the princip >1 Departm ents:

GROCERIES:

D R Y GOODS.

We alwaye keep ;i full anil carefully
sdecteil stock o f Fresh Pure Groceries,
so that every customer may make satis
factory purchases. Coffee, Sugars,
Teas, Spices, Ciinlicit fruits, of the best
Produce; Apples, sweet and white Rotatoes, Ate. &o A c., “ Eat drink and be
Merry,’’ and remember that we can sup
ply you.
-----------¡0— 0 :-----------

You will always find us prepared to
fully equip you with Dry Goods of all
descriptions, qualities and price«. An
enumeration i-. not necessary here. We
will only mention, the latest calico
prints, Calico remnants (that we are
«•-elling at a great sacrifice).
Dress
Goods latest patterns. Cassimeres.
Sheetings—full width—bleached and un
bleached: Tickings, «fee <fec, Kcmembcr
the fact, and profit by paying us a visit.

Clothes and Cassimers:
We are selling excellent Cloths and
Cassimers at first cost. If you want a
bargain here is a clfanee.
They are
goods in Stock from last year and we
desire to dispose o f them as soon as pos
sible. Also a well selected stock o f the
latest styles of Clothes and Cassimers at
prices that will surprise you for cheap
ness. Suits made to order. I f you need
clothing we will clothe you, and you
will be happy.

------ *)—0:------

IM P L E M E N T S
------- :0—0:---- —
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No need of baby farms in India. A 'S!
correspondent writes to the Indian
Pioneer-. “ The wolves are carrying off
children at à terrible rate. A poor lit
tle child was taken away and eaten
(only the lower p art of one leg being
found) from the lines of the Twenty-;
Seventh Punj^iib Infantry' a short time
ago. Another chilcL- was carried off
and eaten“.(only tlie head being "found)
from thè door of the house of a poor,
old, half-blind coolie. Last night an
ayah’s child was carried off from inside
a walled enclosure in an officer’s com 2 od
pound, the wolf jumped over two chil
dren and taking a third lying close to
its mother, who poor creature, ran
shrieking after it. The children are
apparently always seized by the throat
so their cries are not heard.”
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gCgjF*Faded articles o f all kinds re
stored to their original beauty hy
Diamond. Dyes. Perfect and simple.
10 cents, at all-druggists.

C O L L E G E V IL L E

E Y : W O RT

The biggest blast ever undertaken
on the Pacific 1coast was exploded on
the Oregon and California Railway
track. Nearly 6,000 pounds of blas
ting powder were used, and the shock
was so tremendous that an adjacent
The undersigned takes pleasure in announc
stream was thrown out of its lied for a
to the public that he ife prepared to fill all.
distance of half-a mile; the highway ing
orders for Harness at short notice and at reason
was badly injured and effectually block able prices. GOOD MATERIAL and WORK
aded for the same distance, and damage MANSniP. A full stock of
was inflicted in the workmen’s camp B L A N K E T S ,
900 yards aivayi;,
TO P-C O VE R S,
It is only a few y’ears since the interr of Africa stood for all that was
3'sterious in geography. The imagiation alone could penetrate the jungs of that., unexplored continent, and
le question, ^ fe ere does the Nile
Ae its rise? could not be settled,
ow travelers, -have marched across
frica, and cleared up many of its
ysteries and railroads are beginning
>penetrate in its various directions,
he latest undertaking of this kind is
iat of the Frenchmen who are to bein the construction of a railroad
itween the Niger and Senegal rivers.
he light of civilization goes with the
icomotive, and in a few years more,
robably, there will he no longer any
ystery in Africa.
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O il-C loths !

Window Shaded Window Shades!
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Since it was discovered that a family
at Logan, Kan., had lost five servant
girls in succession by marriage, the
State Commissioner of Immigration is
overwhelmed with letters from Eastern
maidens, asking the speediest means of
reaching that house.

An excellent îtnîtnènt for°ncuralgia
is made of sassafras,, oil of Organum,
and a half ourioe of/tinetnre of capsicum
with half a pint Of alcohol. Soak nine
yards of red 1flannel in this mixture,
wrap-it around the head and then insert
the head in a haystack till death comes
to 3'our relief;— Laramie Boomerang.

O ill-C loths !
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CARPETS! CARPETS! CARPETS!
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In the fifty y’Cars from 1830 to 1880
thé amount of money invested in cot
ton manufactures in the United States
increased from $40,000,000 to $225,
000,000, and the bales consumed from
194,390 to 2,000,000.

One of the sWeetest-lookiiig girls in
the State of îjïissouri dislocated her
shoulder the Other day by kicking at a
cat. Beauty, “is à mighty deceiving
thing, young' man. .

o g <

Furniture! Furniture! Furniture!

> Our stock of rakes, forks, shovels &c.
is not surpassed anywhere out side of
the large towns. Seed time is here, and
harvest approaching,„and before pur
chasing your Implements call aud see
our stock and learn our prices. Our
object is not merely to sell yon one bill,
but to secure your regular patronage by
fair dealing.

------ :<)—0:------

N O T IO N S ,
Wc can give yon no adequate idea of
the stock and variety o f Nations, you
must call, see for yourself and be con
vinced. Silk Handkerchiefs from 35
cents to SI.25. .White handkerchiefs, 6
for 25. Full stock o f Ladles’ and Gent’s
neckwear. Please remember us when
In need.

Boots & Shoes
In variety. Men's boots for $1.75—
the best for the money in the market.
Rubbers, Overshoes, &e., for men, womeu and children. *•
Ladies and childrens' shoes and gait
ers o f all styles, at almost
wholesale
cost. We can supply everybody, young
and old, with just w'hat may be wanted
in this department, and don't forget us
when in need.
----------:0— 0 :-------- --

Calicoes :
New stock of Calicoes; choicest and
latest prints. Ghinghams in variety.
For quality style and price, we are
- bound to excel.
Come and see us.
No trouble to show goods. Special bar
gains In remnant calicoes, of whieh wc
have a large stock on hand.

------- ;0—0;--------

stockings

a il HOSIERY :

The largest stock of Stockings and
Hosiery outside of Philadelphia. Stock
ings from 5 cents up.
Stockings that
were sold at 15 to 20 eents per pair are
selling at 10 cents. We can supply you
with any variety or specialty that you
may desire, so give us a call.

Remember that our Stock o f Crockery and Queensware Is
the largest in this section of the county. Any
thing that yon may desire we can supply
you with at bottom figures.

s

m

We extend onr heartiest thanks to the public for the liberal patronage that we have
received in the past, and seek the present method o f extending an invitation to all, old
customers and new, to iurther favor us with their patronage.
be ò ite-es
H*Üt & ©

Irqn Bridge P. O.

G . F . H U N S IC Rahn
K EStation
R *Pa.,

Providence: Independent,

Mr. John Boyer, boatman, of Mqnt
Claré, has buried three' childrén 'within
three weeks, of diphtheria.
The
youngest was about three and a half
years, the next six years, and the last
twelve years old. Another is sick but
recovering.
■ '

Accident a t Skippackviile.
A t the Republican parade at Skip
packviile on Saturday night last, West
Hallman’s horse reared up and fell back
upon him with his full weight. He Was
rescued from his position by the spec
tators, but the shock was so great and
the injuries so severe that he lay un
conscious for two hours. On Sunday
he was bleeding at the mouth and nose,
and the doctors had very poor hopes of
his recovery. Mr. Haliman has been
very unfortunate He was working at
the Asylum, and was one of the men
who fell from the roof at the same time
that Mr. John Beck had his terrible
fall. The injured man is a resident of
Lederachville.

An Outrage Upon the People of
W IN T E R GOODS.
UOR S ALE.
Perkiom en V alley.
The largest variety o f new cloths for Ladie
A Good Dwelling House, at Collegeville, on
We arc living iii a time when tiie Suits ever yet shown in Pottstown. at one time
T hursday, N ovem ber 2, 1882.
HE CREAT CU RE
Reasonable Terms. Inquire of
people of the United. States look can now be seeu at Leopold’s.
J. SHELLY WEINBERGER,
roa
If
you
want,
a
cheap
cloth
suit
or
a
very
till»
with anxiety at the increasing power
TERMS:—$1.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.
Guardian of Lililc Kuvsor.
■■us cm bvi n ■ I V Ivfl
of corporations and monopolies. In less one you can find it, with braid or plush to match
Aa It ia fo* fell the painful diseases of the
pORSALE
7"
thiaW a Century the legal interests,-or at Leopold’s.
k i d n e y s , l iv e r a n d b o w e l s .
This paper has a larger circulation
Our worthy townsman, H. W. Kratz,
We have the best SI Black Silk We ever saw.
It cleanses the system of the acrid poison
profits ontlie capital of rt few of the
Two Good Pianos, just repaired,Will be sold on
that causes the dreadful suffering which
in this ..section o f the count;/ than any Esq., has set an example that should
only the victims cf Rheumatism can realise«
largest corporations, tvifl 'concentrate Also new higher grades in the best makes, war reasonable terms.' : Inquire ,»/
'(Hhe.r' paper published. J.s- an adver be followed by every property owner
^
THOUSANDS OF CASES
lm o.
FREDERICK LEITSCH, Trappe, Pa.
the whôlé National Wealth fnt.6 one ranted not to cut. Howard Leopold.
or the worst forms of this terrible disease
have been quickly relieved, and in short «m«
Our Dress Making Department is opened all
tising medium the ^Independent” ranks along Broad street. We refer to the
great channel. Thé people through thenO R SALK.
PERFECTLY CURED.
legislators and representatives gave the year round and for a long time we have not F
rniCE, $1. LIQUIDORDRY, SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.
among the most desirable-papers, having large lamp recently placed in his front
had
less
than
fifteen
to
twenty-five
ladies
at
work
Dry can be sent by mail.
y
ard,
near
the
sidewalk.
During
dark
great advantages afid jn-ivileges to
WfilitiS, SlC H*ARDSON &Co., BurlinertonVt.
« large and steadily increasing 'circvla
In the Borough of rNoriistown, A Three-Story
in tiie dullest season o f the year, and between
evenings the light furnished will cer
those
corporations.
What
do
the
peo
Brick House, With all the Inoderh improvements.
tion in various localities throughout the tainly be greatly appreciated by pedes
forty and sixty in the busy seasons. Howard Is well located, itncl" •is- a desirable residmiee in
ple get in return for it? We will take Leopold.
every
respect. For further particulars apply to,
county.
trians, and Mr. Kratz deserves credit
one exariiple that of railroad corpor Do you want a pretty little suit o f clothes for or address,
' G. D. DETWILER,
for
introducing
this
excellent
improve
ations. Aroused by the indignation of your little boy ? You Can get It made to order
It .. is the aim o f the editor and pub
Skippackviile, P. O., Pa. SPRING and l
ment.
a people suffering under tiie rules and at Leopold’s, at a less price than itean be bought
SUM M ER )
lisher to make the “Independent” one o f
OR RENT
laws
of
an
oppressive
railroad
manage
in
Phiia.
F
the best local and general newspapers,
The management of the Phcjenixville
The largest assWtlneht, lowest prices, and
The proper picking and packing of ment, some pf the great newspapers of
The largest stock o f new Cloths and CassimL A T E S T S T Y L F .tit The only place to find a
in the county, or any where else, and to water-works deserves much criticism, apples is of great importance. -The best this country, sent their reporters to
After October 1st, 1883, to a small family, a full
line of Mens’
eresln Pottstown, is at Leopold’s. There are comfortable Tenement in the Post Office'building
this end we invite correspondence fro m according to Bro. Robarts’ version of keeping sorts will not be preserved well Vanderbilt the great mo^ul, autocrat of nice new green mixtures direct from the manu at
OoBcgeville.
Three
rooms
and
a
small
kitchen
affairs. It seems that a snob, or some unless the fruits is uninjured in gather all the smaller railroad autocrats, to
on the t!rat Iloor, and three on the second, good
every section.
facturers.
F u r n i s h i n g Goods,
body that isn’t a snob, can put a foun ing and packed securely. The {Dost
well o f water, large chicken house and a garden
state
thegrievenances
of
the
public.
If
you
want
to
see
a
thousand
dollars
worth
of
attached. Inquire at
POST OFFICE.
tain on his grounds and squirt water approved method of picking is by Kand, He gave his answer in the same spirit
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
in Pottstown.
Agent for Knox’es Hilts, thli
every day of the year, morning, noon, with ladders, the fruit being put into a in which the management of the Perk plushes go to Leopold’s.
Globe Shirt and Celluloid Collars, cuffs,
We have opened a large new line o f stockings n o t i c e t o
Wo publish the following schedule gratuitously and night and between times, for the
grain sack. The bottom and top of tiie iomen Reading Railroad was con
choice colors. Leopold.
Tor the convenience o f our readers.
sum of. $28 per annum. A watef motor sack are brought together and tied and ducted Tuesday morning, October 24, in You
The undersigned hereby give ftotice that no
Passenger trains leave Collegevill Station as
can get underwear for children, ladies or
is
used
in
furnishing
motive
power
for
foilovi’s:.
then hung upon the shoulder. A short in starting and delivering the first train men in every size and many qualities at Leo tresspassing will be allowed on their premises
217 High Street, Pottstown, Pa*
for
gunning, hunting, &e. Offenders will be
Bro. Robarts’ printing press, which' is stick may be used to keep the“' mouth from Allentown to Philadelphia.
FOR PHILADELPHIA AND POINTS SOUTH.
pold's.
dealt
with
strictly
according
to
law.
M ilk............................................................. 6.24 a. m. in motion about three hours per week, of the sack open. The sack is quickly
Sebastian Kohl,
. Limerick.
The day we had the-- sewing machine sale was
Aftèr Vanderbilt had" hundreds of
B U L B S , P L A N T S , &c<
Accommodation........................................8.25 a. m. For the water thus used for good pur and easily emptied by lowering tiie
Francis S. Peterman,
u
soyery rainy that that no ladies came only,a
millions-/of
dollars
the
peopled,
M ark et.v........... v
. v.. 1.25 p. m.
fJacob Garber,
Upper Providence
FO R W IN T E R
poses he must pay $50 per year. Talk mouth and lifting up the bottom. Tiie
dozen men who wanted machine^. Now we have
A cco m o d atio n ............. ............................... 4.45 p. m.
Rebecca and Catharine Hflteb'eitel, Upper Prov.
about outrages, this is one of them. sack cau be lowered into the barrel and money in his pockets fie explained the thirty-three Machines iii various makes to sell
YOU ALLKXTOWN AND POINTS NORTH AND WEST.
B.
F.
Garber,
Upper
Providence.
weole theory of the science of railroad
Joslah Prizer,.
o
“
Mail.
.7.44 a. m. Town officials who will sustain swell the apples will run out without being management in one scntenccj and said very cheap. I f you want one nearly as good as.
A n d S p r in g B lo o m in g ,
John Wanner,
“
11
Accomodation...
..9.14 a. m. irregularities deserve unreserved criti bruised as when they are poured in to the reporters ! “The people bed
new for $8 or ?10, more or less, call at our store.
M. D. Schrack,
«
“ ..
Market................
.3.13 p. m. cism.
Just Received from Holland a very fine lot of ""
M. R. Schrack,
“
11
from a basket from the top. Many lay ap This seems to -lie the-principle which Rare-chance. \Ve warrant' some of them for
Accommodation.
.6.38 p. m.
D. H. Grubb,
“
“
three years and some for five years. Leopold.
ples
in
heaps
for
a
few
days
that
the
governs
railroad
management.
For
SUNDATS—SOUTH.
W h eelw right Shop Burglarized.;
Abraham Rahn-,
WestPerkiomen.
For Flannels, ail sorts, Leopold’s.
skin mav toughen.
M il k ...,..' ..........
months past, the city of Philadelphia,
.6.24 a. m.
Daniel G. Landis,
“
4<
David
Keyser’s
wheelwright
shop,
Fine
new
neckwear
at.
Leopold’s.
Accomodation...
.5.12 p. m.
Ann Rittenhouse,
UpperProvidence.
and State of Pennsylvania had com
near Black Bock, this township, was
And other bulbs for fall planting at very low
We have so often told you about the advan
H. R. Evans,
“
o
NO RTn.
H om e F lash es and S tray Sparks menced to make preparations to cele
.prices.
;
Philip
Wilhard,
H
“
entered
by
thieves
on
Tuesday
night
tages in buying Ladies or Children’s Coats of
Accommodation.
.9.55 a. m.
brate the 200th aniver'sary óf the land- us, that it seems almost unnecessary to repeat it.
Isaac F. Alderfer,
Rast Perkiomen.
F rom Abroad,
Messrs. Keyser & Keel
M ilk..................
.6.(16 p. m. last week.
M. Rambo,
liower Providence.
ding of William Penn. The Perk
l
conduct the business of» wheel wrighting
—A Lancaster man has shot 64 iomen and Philadelphia & Reading We make tnem ourselves and sell them cheaper
than city made can be retailed, and they are
Most of their tools ground hogs this season.
Joseph Godshalk was recently ap in partnership.
FIRE
T
A
X
N
O
TICE.
Railroad Co’s encouraged and induced mueh better made. For a handsome Dolman or
Carnations, C yclam ens,
pointed night watchman at the Alms were carried off, some of which were
Notice is hereby given to the Members of the
by
all
means
in
their
power
the
people
Coat
it
will
pay
to
call
on
us.
as
good
as
new,
and
the
loss
exceeds
—“ You bezzer Tets my dog alone or
Peritiomen Valley Mutual Fire and Storm In
house to fill the vacancy caused by the
of the Perkiomen Valiev»—to take part
surance Company of Montgomery County, that,
LEOPOLD.
$50. The next day Mr. Keel and Mr. you chust find out Wats yoii gets.”
resignation of Joseph Place.
in
tiie
celebration.
Great
posters
five
owing
to heavy losses sostaiiicd from lightning on
229 High Street, Pottstown.
Samuel Stearly started in pursuit of
tiie night of -the 8th of September last,"the Board
For Winter and Spring blooming,
i ,
or
six
feet
long
in
glaring
colors
gave
—
-The
law
cannot
supply
brains
for
of Managers have assessed a tax o f one and
Our public schools are closed this the supposed thieves and tracked them fools, and yet they expect it to. do so. notice of the time aud,qFilei- of the fes
Philadelphia Produce Market.
one quarter dollars, on each one thousand dol
Also, orders received for the Celebrated new
week, the teachers being in attendance as far as Jeffersonville where all traces
tival. The Governor,. oi. this state is
lars insured, and that they are required to pay Wheat, tailed
F lo u r .
at County Institute in Music Hall, wc-re lost as to the direction they tortk.
—Meats of all kinds have come down sued his proclamation {fiat Tuesday,
the same to the persons who have heretofor act
ed as collectors or to the Secretary. Punctual
Norristown. The boys can gather chest On Friday Henry Stearly accompanied in price in Philadelphia, from five to October 24, should be a hallowed day. Pennsylvania Extra Family___5 oo @
“ Ths Landreth W heat. ft
payment is requested, as at the end of 40 days
Western Extra............................. 5 75 @ 6 00
Keel in another search in the vicinity six cents per pound.
nuts this week.
Bank officers professors, public Scliool Rye F lou r....... ............................ 4 25 (g) 4 37>£ from the date of this Untie ;, assessments will be
Samples can be seen at my office. Farmers
of Barren Hill; one of the party sus
increased as directed In S ec . 6, o f the Constitu should give this Wheat a thorough, trial, us i t
GRAIN*.
—Henry Grimes, of Womelsdorf teachers, some businp^s:tnei»iandra host
• The young people of Schwenksville pected having expressed the intention
tion. By order of the Board.
is no common article.
H. W. KRATZ, Sec’y.
have organized a literary society. The of going to that place in searqli of Pa. has thirty-six dogs and a cat train of farmers and mechanics,.many with Red Wheat.
......... - .............. 1 07 (q) 108U Oct.2,3t.
their
families
took
tire;
first
-train
run
Respectfully,
,
Corn
. . . . . . . --------- 87 % 89
•meetings will be held every Monday work. We have not heard the result ed to chase rabbits,
ning between AIlentQ>vnRand Phila Oats..........
..........................
40 @ 46% prUVATE SALE
. -V.
«veiling-and the sessions wili be strictly of the second trip. , • ■
.........................
75 ©
HORACE RIMBY,
—John Walton of Horsham, Mont delphia in order to see the landing of Rye. . t ........
private.
OF
PROVISIONS.
gomery
County,
has
a
cow
that
yielded
Penn.
The
train
arrived
at
SehwenksS E E D S M A N and F L O R IS T .
W edding Bells.
in twenty weeks 225 pounds of butter! ville nearly one hour late, and did not Mess Pork...............
Collegeville, Montg. Co., Pa.
,».,*»
R
E
A
L
ES
TATE
1
00
@25
50
During the storm last Friday night
On Thursday evening last, in'NorrisDried Beef,..............
@18
A WELL SITUATED RESIDENCE
the lightning struck a rick of corn town; by the Rev. H. B. Strodaeh, Mr. | —Hower’s 10 cent cough remedy is arrive in the city until 11.45 or nearly Mess Beef@29 00
Is offered at Private Sale, situated along the
fodder on a fjarm near Fair view village Andrew Piiegerand Mis* Mary Merger, | a sure cure for colds. Sold by all déal- four hours behind regular time. What Beef H am s... ........
© 19 50
Skippaek Valley in East Perkiomen township,
Hams........
...
.
.
was
the
cause
of
such
unwarranted
de
16
17
and burned it to the ground. The rick of this place, were united in matrimony. ! ers-in medicines.
@
Montgomery
county, Pa., fronting on the public
16?i road leading from Marklev’s Mill to the German
lay ? It was said that the conductor of S id es.. . . .
was standing near the fence, and was The wcilding. knot, was tied in the pres
^joulders.............
12JÍ
@
town Pike, 2}f miles from Collegeville Station,
—The length of all the rivers in the the train did not make his appearance 'Pickled Shoulders.
protected by a covering rtf boards.
ence of about 80 friends of the happy
lu ii bounded by lauds o f Rev. John Cassei, Sr., and
M
@
Hi Allentown on,said morning. What Lard...........................
18 25@13 50
couple, who participated in a reception j world, would .reach 48 times around ever
Jacob Buckwalter. The lot contains 1 acre and
may have been thé reason of the
the earth. ■<
Mr. Lewis Beidcman, of Belfry Sta after the. ceremonies.
44 perches of land. The improvements consist
nonappearance
of
the
conductor,
it
haS
of a 2Jf Story House, with 7 rooms aud
tion had a good time last Friday night
Flaxseed...
@
out kitchen.. Bafn 18x24 with tlireshm;
P. \i. Hniisiekerjlie coal, lumber and I —Richard Poole, this place/has- ré- nothing to to with ' modifying tiie re Tim othy...
upon the occasion of his 30tli birthday.
floor and stabling for 1 HorseandS.Cows.
The Clover.
About 50 of his friends and neighbors •feed dealer of Tron bridge, was wedded ji certtly improvt d the exterior appear- sponsibility , of the company.
chicken house, pig sty and all the necessary out
I
aneé
(if,
hisr
mansion
by
mi
application
to.
Mrs.
Ella
C..Kulpt
of
West
J&ifii*
people
in
those
seven
cares
who
were
gathered around him, to celebrate the
brtildiugs, Tire buildings are all new having
A most reliable remedy fpr the speedy and.
'
on Thursday, October 2G, at 2.30 p. in. ] of 'prtiií:t-.?.:í - J
been built but three years. There' is a large va
! robbed of the.qjdy ehanoé in their life
jubilee.^,,..
certain cure of Rheumatism»,' Sprains! Bruises,
I’hiladfIphia Hay Market.
riety,::of
fruit
on.the
premises.
As
I
am
engaged
They started from Lansdale,
Nuuralaia, Headache, T<«Jthae!ie, Stiff Joints,
—The depot at Rahn ' Station has time. to see the nmst important part of
in farming, I will sell on the most reasonable Sores, Pain in the Side, Back or D u ll«, Cuts,
P h ila d e lph ia , Get. 28,1882.
The'-new sSchwenkfeldter church in Fort . Washington, where the matri been repainted by Augustus Dougherty the; ceremony, the landing of Penn, had
terms. For further particulars gaM on the owner Burns or Scalds, Sore Throat, Frosted Feet/ SoftDuring the week ending the above dated there living thereon.
Worcester township, will lie dedicated monial service was performed. Leav- ; the artistic painter of the Perkiomen no Voice in the sélection o f that, con were
Corns, Chapped Ham}s. Mumps, Quinsy, Bites
received at the- Farmers’ Hay and Straw
r : JO H N A , GO URDE Y. or Stings of Insects, Poison 1fom Plants, Ura‘(iii>s '
ductor. It was no jiarl; of the people’s i Market
on Saturday and ^Sunday, November ingT’orl Washington at J . 15 p. m., for j Valley.
- .i . ~-. - y: -».*• •
480 loads of» hay and 65 of straw, which
Colie, Diarrhoea; and- afi c»aSCB‘ Where, there.J.
arrangement, that the head manager in wore sold- Ujtjthc following prices i
4th and 5th, commencing at 10 o’clock Philadelphia taking in the Bi-Centen
pula.or distress " '
.- •» •*'.'••
v
Prime Timothy Hay. per 100pounds... 10§@ 115
Victory ! V ictory ?!
—Lap—coyers-^unlined—and buf- Bridgepoet was not at his post, or had Mixed
on Saturday. On Sunday morning the nial,»leaving Ifiiiladelphia, October 27th
Zki Tiie Magnetic Liniment w ill. glvo,,Speedy
•
•
“
.
“
“
.
.
.
joo@
105
Relief, if applied to the ¡»arts a ffec te d ..^ ; , "
services will commence at 9 o’clock. for Washington,J). C,, Cincinnati, Ohio, I falo robes at Detwiler’s harness empor- a man’in his place. Whene’er a nian Straw per 100 pounds..'.......... ............ 85@ ' 90 -j H n
DR. H O W E R ’S
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine» '
takes thedirst train on tiie Perki’omen
On Saturday tfte'lefviecf %:ill be Eng^ and Ohiea;go,TH.,'Hvhege Mr. Hu nsi c ker j inirt, Upper Pro viden.(ie ..Square.,. ^
^
G o u g h R e m e d y generally.
Will viSit his rieplicwi \Vm. H. Ellis.
Ilailroad, he must have gortd reasons
lish, and on Sunday German.
PURELY VEGETABLE.
Pli ladelphla Cattle Market.
They will return by way of Buffalo, ■ —There are five . Sundays' iii . this for doi»rtg so. Tor it is no great pleasure
» W illP U R E C.OMG US, 0 0 ‘LD S a n l T H R O A T Price 25 Cents perBottJe*
month.
Beef cattle were inactive and prices were ife ,
to start at 5 0f6:o’ clock iti the morning
Prepared, and for sale, by . . . . . .
The family of Henry A. llartenstme Niagara Falls, Oanada and New York,
■
■ D IS E A S E S .
lower. Quotations : Extra, 9Jf@ 7e.; good, 6?f
DON’T BE DELUpEI) into paying TSicts. and
■living in Fottsgrove township, have arriving home on or about the 15th of
—During tiie past, century the; pop at this time of the year. If through
; medium, 4Jf@ 5i^c.; common, 4@4Jic a $1.08 for Cough Syrhps, when you can purchase
Iiceii very sorely afflicted in the death November.
J
ulation of ,the United States has in the action of the Government a legal fat cows, 2if@4>f<.
D r. HOWER’S Improved Tar, Wild Cherry,
The above happy voyagers on the creased eleven-fold.
holiday is secured to the officers of
Sheep were rather dull, arid prices were, a Hoarhound, Elecampane, Coltsfoot, Honey and Dealers W'ill' iliid it for sale also by SMITH,of two daughters, both of whom died
fraction
lower
:
Extra
wethers
5^f@5Vfc.
;
good
sea
of
matrimony
W
ill
please
accept
our
public institutions, who has The right do., 4Jf@ 5c,; medium do., 4>f@4}fe. : fair do., Sugar, Liquorice, a »«.ji.d.CQUgh preparation, for KLINE & CO.,.3t|9 and 311 North 3d street,
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furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
temperature pass into what is known
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
as the gaseous state, and no doubt all
turned out at the E nTERPb Isb Wohks. Call and
S II S W E D E Street Norristown, Pa.
gases at certain low temperatures may
see nit, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly.
My motto: Can he seen every evening at his residence in be converted to the solid form, so that
Freeland.
**Lotc prices and fa ir dealings-,1
all phenomena of matter depend not
H E W E C rF U L L Y ,
upon the different states, but upon the
A D. FETTERO LF,
temperature at the time of observation.
D. T héo. B u c k w a lte r .
This theory is analogous to that of
Justice of the Peace
sound. The ear is a sort of key hoard,
June8-ly.
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent. and it can detect notes within a limited
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates,
compass or range. If the sounds pro
Special Inducements
duce too few vibrations a second to be
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
then there is no sensation ;
W o r rail's M ill, R egular office days:—Monday and Thursday of j detected,
but upon the other hand if the vibra
each week; also every evening.
tions be too rapid, the nerve of hear
.Collegeville, Pa,
ing fails to respond to them. In either
Tyit. B. F. PLACE,
Choice W h e a t F lo u r,
case there is nothing to he heard.
Should the vibrations he indefinitely
Manufactured and for sale at Lowest Market
D E N T I S T ! !
Price*. Our flour gives general satisfaction and
increased beyond the most delicate and
we invite a trial of the same.
[Graduate of the University of Pennsylvania.] cultivated ear, no doubt the sound
C all at t h e
C H O P P I N G
would he as pleasing as they are now
All
Summer
D
ress
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cus.
I
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ns
,
C
hintzes
,
G
inghams
,
prices
so
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
done at short notice in a satisfactory manner.
FOR HANDLING
when they issue forth in accordance
YRRKHS STATION M IM S
low that we must dose all out in a very short time. As special Bargains we
Full supply of all kinds o f Feed always on hand. Near Fenton’s Store. Branch Office at Eaglewith
the
laws
of
rythm
and
harmony.
We cordially invite patronage and will do our villc. Will attend to Branch Office on Monday.
are
selling
all
our
best
-------- :0: AND :0:--------' Sound, however, is a mode of motion.
best to give satisfaction to all.
Gas administered.
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I f the instrument or machine which
S. T. 3. WAGNER.
We will sell on a small margin
Per Yard, former prices 15 A- 15!, eeuts, also a line of Good Style Calicoes in the
produces the wave sounds sends them
C. SHULER.
best goods at 5 cents her yard. We have about
forth with great rapidity, the pitch is
Where you will find in Store a large supply of
higher and becomes higher as the CHOICE FAMILY FLOUR,
choice Patent Process, Straight, and
7 0 0
-A -IE v ID S ,
Trappe Pa., will repair watches and clocks at I number of vibrations increases per
And at the low price are the greatest bargains we have ever offered in Calicoes.
Corn, Oats, ( hop Corn,
Short notice, either ait home or at your residence.
P a n c y P s m iiy P I o u i,
second or in any other given interval.
Good workmanship. Low prices.
Call and examine them.
The absolute length of the wave sound LIN SEED ^l E 4 L4BR AN, te s t quality M ORG AN W RIG H T,
K e y s to n e Dry Goods Store, CORN,
OATS,
BRAN,
MIDDLINGS,grows shorter and shorter as the pitch
MAIN STREET, Opposite Public Square, NORRISTOWN, PA. .
T P. KOONS,
SCHUYLKILL COAL UNDERCOVER.
RYE BRAN, LINSEED MEAL, &(-., &e.
ascends. Sound waves- in - the atmos
Call and see for yourself or write for sample
move in all directions and with
P ra c tica l S la ter ! I phere
uniform velocity. Waves are impulses and prices;
or tremulous motions imparted to the
RA H N 'S S TA T IO N Pa.
7 . W . W etherill & Co.,
atmosphere. The main thought is that ARCOLA MILLS. '
B a k in g S o d a ,
Collegeville P. O. C r e a m T a r t e r ,
Dealer in every quality of Roofting, Flagging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima the wave sounds may become so short
N . B. G R IST W O R K S O L IC IT E D .
that we are able to detect them by the
_____ __
tes, and prices.
W a s h in g S o d a ,
B la c k a n d R e d P e p p e r ,
Having the best and most improvhd facilities the
JOHN G. F E T T E R O L F ,
aid of the senses.
undersigned does endeavor to sell to any and all
UPW ARD DAVID,
Again, we may take a substance, R E A L E S T A T E A G 'T , Yerlces P. O.
parties, -who seek the cash worth of their woiie.v,
at- the very lowest prices. * Good, clean wheat
water, for intance, and assume it as ex
a t
Upper Providence, Montgomery Co., Pa.
received at- all times. ’
PAINTER and'PAPSR-HANGSR, isting in the solid form. It can now be Parties wishing to purchase properties from
detected by at least four of th e , five
to 100 Acres, with improvements,on easy terms
J. H . L A N D E S .
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
senses. Applying heat to it, it melts, 15
POPULAR DRUG STORE,
should give me a call.
Sep.l2;3mo.
and
by
a
still
further
application
of
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind
7 “ T H 0 S I3 •
Just P erfected ,
of work in the line of painting, graining, and ! heat it passes into vapor, and is lost to
B L ik C K S M IT H IN G
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer
Wishing to Purchase Fresh
Corner
of
Bridge
and
Main
Streets,
the
senses
;
yet
we
are
able
to
think
of
The largest under arm,
The undersigned having located at Keelor’s
fully furnished upon application.
it as existing, just as we can imagine Smith Shop, a short distance west of Trappe,
The lightest and quietest,
take pleasure, in executing all kinds of
The most lavishly decorated,
the sound waves growing shorter and will
HORACE RIMBY,
Blaeksinithing work at. short notice
Horse
The least.vibratiou of any,
still shorter. Suppose, again, we take shoeing, Jobbing &e. Special attention given to
i* H ( E N I X V I L L E
P E N N ’A .,
Should remember that the undersigned passes
the simple element, iron. A piece of Carriage and wagon ironing. Having had an
A galrxy of new patents,
through this section every
experience of over 20 years at the business we
iron
is
composed
of
atoms.
Heat
ex
_____ YOU WI LL GET--------Simplicity simplified,
feel eonfldent.of giving satisfaction to customers.
pands iron, and the law of expansion is Patronage solicited.
Durability determined,
Collegeville, Mont. Co., Pa.
a general one. Suppose the tempera
Reliability reasserted.
.F . S FR ED ER IC K S.
With a full supply of Fresh Meats, and will
Ball-bearing balance wheel; Newest and most
Wreaths, Crosses, Baskets, &c, filled with na ture of the heat to he indefinitely in
take pleasure in waiting upon those who may
creased, the atoms will get farther and
elegant design in stand and Wood work. Posi tural flowers. Weddings, Funerals, Commence
The price of the following organ has been adAnd
Reliable
Persons
to
Attend
to
your
Wants.
favor him with their custom.
tive take-up, perfect stitch. This machine is merits, &e, promptly attended to.
farther apart, and if it rise to such a vanced to $125 since inserting this electrotype.
waited by everybodyB . F . X S E T T .,
degree of intensity as to vaporize the
M II. KEELER,
metal, each atom will occupy a large
I a ls o s e ll L e a d s a n d O ils C h eap er t h a n ev er.
space itself. That is, it will have room
to move in, whatever he the nature of
Royersford Pa. P a in te r , G rainer,
the motion each atom describes. As
ALSO the Domestic and other different makes of
machines sold.. Oils needles, and attachments.
« -ÎO R fiA E ÎS t-and P a p er-H a n g er the element is apparently dissipated in
TRAPPE, PA. The different grades of cigars
space, and we are impotent to follow it
27 Stops, 10 Sets Reeds, $ 9 0
TO THE PEOPLE OF
manufactured. Good tobacco in the hands of a
TR A V P E PA.
as a body, and the atoms are so small
good workman will make capital cigars. This is
F .
f i.
K R A F T ,
Orders entrusted to me will receive prompt
putting the whole business in a nutshell. Special
attention. Contracts made at reasonable figures. as to eiudë all our senses, the body
brands made to order.
Give Kraut’s cigars a
—DEALER IN—
nevertheless exists without the loss of a
All work done In a satisfactory manner.
N o r r is to w n a n d M o n tg o m e ry C o u n tj !
trial, and he happy.
single property, and it has simply pass
JO H N M ILLER,
ed beyond the range of our perception,
C O L L E G E V IL L E
and it cannot agitate or effect any one
of the five senses. Here, then, matter
in its phenomenal form passes by de
grees beyond the region of sense and
TRAPPE, PA.
Suits cut and made to order in accordance with sense-perception. Now that the origin
latest styles, or in any style that may he desired. al element is desolved into atoms in
Fits guaranteed. Good work. Reasonable prices. thought, it depends upon the same sort
of reasoning that the sound waves grew
Fresh Bread, Rolls & c.,
so short that we could not perceive
TH S LARGEST AND
T
-EYAHSBURQ,
their vibrations ; that is, they passed
EVERY MORNING.
beyond the range of the human key
Large and varied Stock of all kinds of Goods,
board of sense perception.
Usually kept in a Country Store. . Good Quality
and at Philadelphia prices.Another beautiful illustration is
----- :0: OF :0:-----found in the heat, coloring and chemi
cal rays of the solar spectrum. A t both
Different flavors, during the Season now open-'
ends of the spectrum other rays exist.
Pie-Nics and weddings supplied at
Owners and Proprietors of the
They are known not by sight, only by
Wish to inform their kind friends and patrons, that their Fall and Winter short Parties,
notice, on reason able/terms.
their effects upon substances placed be
Stock is now complete, and are proud to say without any exaggeration that it is
S ta r G lass W o r k s
Royersford Pa.
yond the natural range of the solar,
the finest and most handsome stock af clothing they have ever manufactured.
NORRISTOWN, PA.,
I would announce to the public that I have re
A B D OLD
Manufacture a superior quality of
T
h
e
F
a
m
o
u
s
B
e
e
th
o
v
e
n
O
r
g
a
n
contain®
They arc all made up in the latest styles, first-class quality and good workman Y O F M
spectrum.
modelled my place of business, and at consider
9 1 S to p s , 1 0 S e ts M eeils,
Illustrations from abstract Science
WINDOW
GLASS
AND
SH A D E S, able expense fitted up two rem is in first-class
ship. Our prices are as usual the lowest. This Season they are about
stylo for the accomodation of my patrons, and may be employed. Consider the circum
->*PItlG£
DIMLY $ 9 0 ^
Warranted not, to stain.
can now say I have the uiost complete establish
O rder now . R -m it b y B ank D ra ft.P o st Office M oney
L ? r 2 5 PER C E I^T -i£2
O rder, o r R egistered Bel te r. Boxed a n d sh ip p ed
ment of the kind in either Royersford or Spring ference of the circle. All know, who
w ith o u t »M o m en t's D elay. F a c to ry r a n n in ¿ d a y
Lower
than
a
1
1
3
other
Norristown or Philadelphia Clothing House!
City. Young folks will find this a pleasant place understand the properties of this figure,
a n d n ig h t. O rgans b u ilt on o ld p la n , $o0,$10,$60,8
to come and enjoy a plate of
that the circumference is a uniform
to 11sto p s. f'atalofrua Free. A d d re sse r c all upon
$10.00
will
buy
a
first-elafs
Drees
Suit,
FOR LITTLE MONEY
DANIEL F. BEATTY, Washington, Low Jersey.
Look to your interest. If you want to save
F R E E D 'S Celebrated Ice Cream, curve. It was a problem with the old
8.50 will buy a all wool fancy Cat-Min c e Suit,
GO TO
money visit my
Greek geometers hoij to construct an
7.65 will buy a tip-top Business Suil.
FRUITS AND FANCY CAKES,
inscribed and a circumscribed polygon
6.25 wiH buy a serviceable every day Suit.
W . H. Bknchford,
12.00 will buy a good black cloth Suit.
PROPRIETOR OF THE
in abundance. Particular attention paid to the that would approach to the nearest pos
11.40 will buy a single or double breasted cassimere Suit.
furnishing of Ice Cream and Cnofectionery to sible limit to this bounding line. They
13.15 will buy a English fancy worsted dress Suit.
On Road leveling from Skippackville to College
C ollegeville
C a rria g e
W o rk s. Churches", Sunday Schools, Pic-nics and Private began by construction an inscribed and
And hundreds more to numerous to mention.
We are also^prepared to meet the demand for ville, V/z miles from the former place, and be
You will be sure of being suited, as I have Parties at lowest rate« I have the control o f a a circumscribed polygon with four sides
convinced that you can save mefney. I sell
Jump Seat carriages, three or four kinds of Piano large Dairy, and all the latest improved machi
Box carriages, also the Brewster, Dexter and nery in the manufacture of lee Cream ; therefore and so on, continuing till they made
Eleptic carriage. Come and examine my work my prices are very low. Will pay fair rent to the inscribed and the circumscribed
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
Having made up a large assortment and will sell them at the lowest cash prices. All Kinds of Hew and Second«
Sunday Schools for exclusive right o f woods on
and learn prices.
polygon
approach
as
nearly
as
they
Hand Furniture
\V. H. BLANCHFORD,
day of celebration.
pleased to the circumference. But not
Remember that we fit everybody,
Collegeville, Pa.
AT THE
The Lean and Small, as well as the Big and Tall.
Oysters & Clams, in Season. withstanding thé near approximation,
there remained a difference which can
RESPECTFULLY YOURS,
J. M. Albertson & Sons,
Our Custom Department is filled with a
îwvcr be reasoned out or constructed EXECUTED
V e r y L o w e s t F ig u r e s ,
B A N K E R S
away,
and
hence
the
theory
was
adopt
A<
O.
F
R
E
E
D
,
Choice
Lins
of
Foreign
and
Domestic.
Goods
I
And also take old hard-wpod furniture, and old
N O R R I S T O W N , P A.
ed, in order to get rid of a difficuty,
clocks in exchange for new. I manufacture all
Royersford Montgomery County, Pa. that the circumference is composed of
Intereel Paid oti Deposits as per agreement. Ne Jj-8-4m.
—IN THEAll
of
which
will
be
made
to
order
in
first-class
style
at
the
lowest
cash
prices
1
kinds of Furniture on short notice, and repairing
gotiable paper purchased.
Money loaned on
an innumerable number of little short
of all kinds will ‘be neatly done. Come and
ponds, Mortgages, Stocks. Drafts for Sale on
lines—too short indeed to think of each
see my
England, Ireland, Germany and other places.
Passage tickets by the American line of ocean
little piece separately. The entire theory
[O
pposite
P
ublic
S
quare
.
steamers. Railroad and other Stroks bought and
of differentiation depends upon little
BEST MAÑNER NO. 18 E . M a in S t ., N orristown , P a .
sold on commission. Gold, Gold Coupons, Sil
pieces of lines indefinitely short, and
ver and Government Bonds bought and sold.
A s L ow as $ 2 0 .
Safe deposit boxes in burglar-proof vault to rent. By Plasters claiming to be an im integration is finding the sum. of these
lines or slices within certain pi-escribed
Tennessee marble-top stands—$7 up, high back
provement on ALLCOCKS POROUS limits. Nobody ever saw a differential
lounges §5.00. All kinds o f marble-top Furni
ture sold very low.
You are welcome to come
_they approach limits, but are not
PLASTERS.
and examine my goods, whether you purchase
*MAKE8 S I S <2 S 4 0 WSEK.
visible in length, breadth or thickness.
or not.
We have stores in‘(5 leading Cities,
A L L C0 C K ’ S 1» the original and
Even the theory of limits does not
G eo. D. D etw iler.
from which our agents obtain their snpuliOKquickly.
Our Factories ami Principal OiMces tre ut
only genuine Porous plaster. All clear up the difficulty which still T e Krle* Pa. Send for our New Catalogue and
mains ; yet for all practical approxi
terms to a^euts
A ddress
| | G. CHASE & CO.,
UBSCRIBE FOR THEi l I HUES 1 9 l3 S p rln s C ardonS h
other so called Porous Plasters are mations guide computors and analysis
I l i t b ll V
PHILADELPHIA« PA*
to almost, absolute certainty.
imitations. Beware Of them See
All the' foregoing examples tend to
show that the mental facilities in the
l d i e r
G E N E V A r N. Y.
that you ret an
various fields of speculation out-travel
Now suffering from wounds or disease of any
O rnam entals, Shrubs,. E vergreens, P lants,
A L L C O C K *S P L A S T E R
the senses. Beyond certain limits, the
kind caused by military service are entitled to
V ines, &c., &c.
FEN8ION. Widows, minor children, dependent
senses
cease
'to
act
and
to
record
the
I am still at the business. I thank the public for patronage bestowed, and h(M>e to merit a
Brothers or fathers? of soldiers who died from the which we guarantee has effected effects of phenomena.
C H O IC E ST E TE R -B LO -O M IN G R O SE S.
contimmmje o f the same. Will visit Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity; as heretofore, on
Granting
all
effect * of their service are also entitled. Many
Sent to. any address.
Carders solicited and
T U E SD A Y , T H U R SD A Y and S A T U R D A Y
invalid pensioners are entitled to an Increase. more and quicker cures than any this, it does not follow that because the
promptly attended to by
Careful assistance given in Delayed or Rejected
senses fail to do further work, knowl
Morning of each week, with the best Beef, Veal, and Mutton. Highest cash prices paid for Calves.
Claims, as many can be allowed with but little other external Remedy,
C. J. R O YE R , Trappe Pa.
edge ceases and progress is cut short.
One of the best Local, Family and General
more evidence. Complete instructions with refP„
S.
Orders
tor fall taken to September 9th..
When
man
does
not
know,
and
he
is
published.
Now is the time to
srenees sent on application. Chas. & Geo, A.
F VA NS It URG. LO W EB PRO V ID E N C h , P- O.
Sold b y all D ruggists. aware of his own ignorance, then the newspapers
K two, A.ttom*vs-at-law> 916 F. St., Washington,
subscribe.
Due«
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hall.

Royersford, Montgomery Co, Pa.

Hsetar’s Patent level Tread
H orse P o w ers !

Tin Roofing & Spouting of Best Quality and Workmanship.

MOEIIHEHTS ató TOMBSTONES,

GALVANIZFD RAILINGS,

Attorney-at-Law,

WORTH WHILE READING !

Attorney-at-Law,

JLt

HERMAN WETZEL,

Witt iireasei & Improved Faeilities K EY S T O N E

DRY GOODS STORE !

BRAIN, FLOUR, FEED & COAL, f c

GRAIN, FLOUR & FEED DEPOT,

D,

TH E HARTFORD

1

¡Ä

IF YOU RUY YOUR SPICES,

L ehigh
C

_ .

B U C K W

& S ch u y lk ill

O

A

L

A L T E R 7S

SHEWING MACHINE

BEEF, VEAL, MUTTON

F L ORI S T ,

Pure Goods, Save Money, and always have Competent

MILTON B. HARLEY, A p t

J. Ha liMA UTV |

S P E C

T A I L O R.

I A L

I C E

-Cigar Manufacturer,~

.BA K ER Y !

M ITCH ELL & B E O .,

No. 18 East Main Street,

EXCELSIOR
Ice Creai & Coictioaerj Room

J. M. Albertson & Sons,

U O T

Norristown, l’enn’a. J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.

Clothiers in Ik County! !

A. C. F R E E D ,

ICE CREAM !

If p wait a Bool

JOB PRINTING

Furniture Ware-Rooms,

BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S CLOTHING !

M IT C H E L L & BRO.,

BIB-BOOM SETTS, 6 PIECES,

BE NOT DECEIVED

CUT THIS O U T !

-A T THIS O F F IC I

M

s o

T

FRUIT GROWERS,

PROVIDENCE
INDEPENDENT”

W M , J . TH O M PSO N ,
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